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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus and method are provided for transmitting 
video data over telephone lines. The apparatus is partic 
ularly applicable for transmitting and receiving images 
of persons speaking to each other. In one form, a porta 
ble self-contained unit is provided at each end of a con 
ventional telephone circuit wherein the transducers of 
the mouthpiece and earpiece of each telephone are 
respectively acoustically coupled to respective acoustic 
output and input electrical-to-sound and sound-to-elec 
trical transducers of each self-contained unit for two 
way audio and video communication therebetween. 
Each unit, which may be contained in a single housing, 
has a television camera directed and operative for slow 
scanning the face of a person making the telephone call, 
a television display screen and image retaining means 
for displaying the image of a person having a similar 
unit at the other end of the line, and a speaker and mi 
crophone which may be contained within the housing 
or in a telephone hand set for receiving speech and 
generating sounds of speech transmitted from the other 
terminal circuits. Hard copy generating means, such as 
a picture printer, may also be provided to print pictures 
of the images on the television display screen when 
controlled to do so. 

4 Claims, 9 Drawing Figures 
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